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1. Begin with Why



Begin 
with Why

Why does this service 
exist?

What problem is it 
solving?

Clients identify with and 
buy your why.

How to find your why: 
http://whyinstitute.com/

http://whyinstitute.com/


HÜD Skin & Body 



2. What 
are you 
known 
for?

What can you be first at? 

What is the unique thing that 
your business can offer? Service, 
Treatment, Results, Experience

What can you do better than 
anyone else?



How to find your Competitive Advantages



Fresh list of claims of things you do 
exceptionally well. Ask customers 

why they come to you?

List what your competitors do really 
well. Cross off what you both do 

well.

Brag List- What do you do better 
than others?

How to find 
your 
Competitive 
Advantages



Examples 
of Comp 

Advantages

5 Star Yelp Rating

Award Winning Customized Skin 
Revision Treatments

Voted Best in the Bay Area

Highest Customer Satisfaction in SJ

Only Carry Prescribed Skin Revision 
Products, not available online.

20+ Years’ Experience



3. Focusing Your Message



Is the message focused?



Instagram

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does best in skin care and spa treatments mean?How many characters in an IG Bio? 150Quantify- 10 Years of Award Winning Custom Skin Revision & Spa Treatments 312 East King Street Malvern PA 610-644-4122BOOK AN APPOINTMENT TODAY: goo.gl/PKUUY3





https://www.sanctuarymedspa.com/?wix-vod-video-id=3e4539cdd68e401fa0e2196830232422&wix-vod-comp-id=comp-jk2xu03l


The worst mistake a business owner can make…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This one’s a biggie…I recently wrote an article for Skin Inc titled “The Worst Mistake an Esthetician can Make”Answer: “Choosing an unstainable business model.”It means running your business on a set of values, principles and guidelines that will keep your business relevant, competitive and profitable today and for years to come. Why is this more important now than ever? The Game Has Changed



Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Years ago, the Professional Esthetics Industry was filled with truly ‘Professional Only’ manufacturers which supported the licensed esthetic professional with training and education and did not sell directly to the clinic’s customers. Those manufacturers would rely on the professional for treatment protocols and retail home prescriptive sales. This is what a true sustainable business partnership should look like. Unfortunately, over the years, many manufacturers abandoned the professional business model and are now selling directly to the consumer. This direct-to-consumer business model circumvents the professional by limiting client visits, declining sales revenues and ultimately, stunting growth potential. This is not a sustainable business model for the Professional.







BEWARE of the Wolf in 
Sheep’s clothing…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Has your current manufacturer been lulled into direct-to-consumer online sales? Are they selling direct on Amazon, or even their own website? Some estimates show as much as a 30-40% decrease in potential revenue to the clinics who continue to carry these brands.



Recognizing the warning signs:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 3 main reasons why it is not sustainable for a Professional Skin Revision clinic to stock a direct to consumer brand: Cheaper online prices with 2-day shipping = missed retail home prescriptives revenueDirect online sales do not drive the clients back to the clinic = missed service revenueCustomers do not look to the professional for their expertise = no longer the trusted advisor If a Clinic Owner continues to do business with this type of direct-to-consumer manufacturer they (perhaps unwittingly) become an advocate for that manufacturer’s business model of infringing on the financial rewards of the Professionals Credentials; not to mention Hard Work! This is not sustainable for the Professional. One would need to work almost twice as hard to maintain the same level of revenue that could be reached with a “Professional Only” line. The worst mistake an Esthetician can make comes down to whether the Professional Skin Revision clinic is truly a Professional Clinic or merely a ‘dispenser or marketer’ for the manufacturer. For those that align with the former, you owe it to yourself, your employees, your business partners and your futures to identify and align with the true professional brands. These are the unwavering industry leaders who value, support and train Professional Skin Revision Clinics- the Backbone of our Industry.Ask yourself and promise to answer truthfully.



Finding the Right Partner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does this mean?How do you find the right partner? What is important to you?



5. Disciplined & Consistent in the Basics



The Shampoo Principle



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples:  Can be as simple as clean sheets. Why don’t clients come back? Nobody asked… 5 Star Yelp Rating- Why? It’s okay to ask what does 5 Star Service look like to you?Award Winning Customized Skin Revision Treatments- How do you deliver a customized skin revision treatment each time? Hint- Personalized Consultations, are all your staff trained on a proper consultation process? Is it followed every time? Is the in-take and rebooking process followed every time? What are the personal touches you can put on each client?



Document Your Musts



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Starbucks Consistency McDonaldsNordstrom
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Actionable Items

• If you scored below a 3 on 
anything this is where you 
begin.

• Start with the lowest scored 
area first, then work up.

• If your calendar is booked 
out for 2-3 months at a time; 
time to raise your prices…

• Set monthly reminders to 
quickly evaluate the lower 
scoring areas.



#dmkskin



THANK YOU

ENTER CONTACT INFORMATION:
drew@dannemking.com
www.dannemking.com

mailto:drew@dannemking.com
http://www.dannemking.com/
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